
Welcome Friends, 

“Family and friendships are two of the greatest facilitators of happiness." - John Maxwell 

Summer is approaching quickly and I am sure most of us are looking forward to warm 

days outside, graduations, celebrations and relaxing vacations. 

Do you feel like someone needs to remind the stock market that it will soon be 

summertime, when the living is easy? Our latest video offers perspective on recent market 

and economic headlines.  Allow us to provide insight on global markets and help you 

understand what it all means to your short-term and long-term plans.  

 Quarterly Perspectives (video) 

One issue I know many families grapple with is how best to manage the rewards and 

challenges of aging relatives. Healthcare costs are rising to record levels.  Is caring for 

your parents in your home an option for you?  Here are some useful ideas to consider if 

you think a multi-generational household could be in your future. 

 Considering Moving Your Loved One Into Your Home? 

By now most of us have filed our 2017 taxes. But how long do you have to hold on to the 

actual files? If storing endless paperwork in your garage or guest room is driving you nuts, 

discover when you can safely dust it off and send it through a shredder. 

 When It's Safe to Shred Your Tax Records 

Warm weather and the feeling of freedom that accompanies early summer has many of 

us seeking a little adventure. For our wine lovers (and memory makers), now is a great 

time to explore our Texas Hill Country and uncover a new favorite winery.  

 12 of the Best Wineries to Visit in Texas 

 

Have a great day, my friends - it is the only one on the schedule!  
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https://youtu.be/5lk1pQbsS9g
https://www.aarp.org/caregiving/home-care/info-2018/living-with-aging-parents.html
https://www.kiplinger.com/article/taxes/T055-C001-S003-when-it-s-safe-to-shred-your-tax-records.html
https://www.tripstodiscover.com/best-wineries-to-visit-in-texas/
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